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Introduction
As Managers and Coaches, you have the important and rewarding opportunity 
to instruct and develop young boys and girls in our national pastime.  As 
mentors and role-models, we are required to strive for excellence both for the 
enjoyment and satisfaction of the kids and ourselves.

This is accomplished through hard work, discipline and by meeting realistic 
goals, which are goals that are neither too easy nor too difficult to attain.  We 
must remember that the kids that you will be instructing are only 5 and 6 years 
old while simultaneously understanding that all of your players are still 
developing their physical abilities.  In addition, many, if not most of your 
players will not have sufficient attention spans.  Practices and games first and 
foremost should be fun and educational.  By setting impossible goals and 
unrealistic expectations, we become counter productive and waste valuable 
time and effort.

Remembering that Baseball is a team sport, the success of the whole team 
depends upon the combined successes of all of the individuals on the team.   
Having a team of 14 boys & girls perform as a team demands tremendous 
effort on the part of the manager and coaches.  If we are not committed to 
providing  the necessary effort to achieve success in coaching, we are 
performing a disservice to the boys & girls in our program.

There is no greater satisfaction than seeing a happy child reap the rewards of a 
coach/mentor building confidence and high level of self-esteem through the 
effort and time that we spend with them.

This training manual provides some minimum guidelines and suggestions, that 
have been developed through many years of experience, commitment and 
effort by current/former board members, managers, and coaches

This manual is the copyright of Plainview Little League.

Have a successful season!

Brian Hilbert, T-Ball Director
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Guidelines for T-Ball
Practice!
Set Practice Agendas
Instruct in the proper use of Equipment
Instruct and Reinforce Safety Measures
Stress and continually reinforce “The Fundamentals”
Get the Parents Involved

Practice
Practicing is where learning is accomplished.  During the pre-season, 2 or 3 practices per week 
are recommended.  Playing the games are simply applying what is learned in practice.  During 
the season, 1 to 2 practices are recommended for reinforcement and additional instruction of 
new ideas and concepts.

Set Practice Agendas
Having a practice agenda will allow you to cover specific learning topics and measure progress.  
Enclosed in the following pages are recommended practice agendas for your use.

Instruct in the Proper use of Equipment
This includes proper bat size selection, proper glove size selection and accessory equipment 
such as cleats, helmets, etc.

Instruct and Reinforce Safety Measures
Minimize the potential for injury by enforcing the use of batting helmets and cups.  Demonstrate 
safety considerations for bat swinging and thrown balls.  Attend first aid seminar at Manager & 
Coaches Clinic.

Continually Stress and Reinforce “The Fundamentals”
Learning the fundamentals is an ongoing process.  The fundamentals need to be continually 
practiced and reinforced.  After a primary fundamental concept is learned, continual 
maintenance is required to avoid the development of improper habits.  It is easier to maintain 
and reinforce a concept than to teach it all over again.

Get the Parents Involved
Many parents are a terrific source of information and ideas.  This is critical to the success of a 
fun and enjoyable Tee Ball experience.  Encourage the parents to attend practice and help.  Ask 
for a volunteer to help with the phone calls.  Use e-mail as your primary communication tool and 
make sure you inform your parents to check their e-mails often.
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Modules

THROWING
1. The Block Step 4. The Follow Through
2. The T-Position 5. The Crow Hop
3. The Four Seam Grip

BASERUNNING
1. Direction & Orientation 4. Crossover Step
2. Running Through the Base 5. Sliding
3. Touching The Bases Properly

FIELDING
1. Glovework – Fingers Up & Fingers Down
2. Ready & Set Position
3. Alligator Position
4. Looking the Ball Into The Glove
5. Throwing Position

HITTING FROM A TEE
1. Proper Stance
2. Five Point Hitting Position

- Trigger or Inward Turn
- Launch Position
- Land Position
- Contact
- Follow through

3. Location & Orientation of Tee
4. Becoming the Batter – Runner (Running from the Batters Box)

HITTING WITH PITCHING
1. Reinforce Hitting From The Tee
2. Soft Toss Drill
3. Overhand Pitching
4. Underhand Pitching

POSITION & SITUATION BASEBALL
1. Demonstrate Each Position To All Players
2. Players Must Play At Proper Location & Distance of Position
3. Infield & Outfield Drills
4. Proper Throwing Techniques From Each Position
5. Fly Ball Priorities
6. Game Awareness

The following 6 Modules will comprise the skills required to minimally achieve the 
basis for a well rounded baseball foundation.
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*Very Important*

Games are fun and instructional only!  Scores are not 
kept.  Games are a pretty good indication as to how
well you have prepared your team!  Be sure to keep all
of your players involved.  Having a child play “right
field” at every practice and game is not involving
him/her.  Rotate the players in the field to expose them
to different positions and perspectives of the game.
Flip-flop or change the batting order game to game (or
depending on rules, each inning) from top to bottom so
that the child batting last receives an opportunity to hit 
first during that game.

(4)
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AGENDA

Module #1 Throwing

Date: ______________            Manager: ______________

Time: ______________                     Coach:    ______________

Concepts:

Block Step
T Position
Four-Seam Grip
Follow Through
Crow Hop

Drills:

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Notes:
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AGENDA

Module #2 Baserunning

Date: ______________            Manager: ______________

Time: ______________                     Coach:    ______________

Concepts:

Direction & Orientation
Running Through the Base
Touch the Bases Properly
Crossover Step
Sliding

Drills:

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Notes:
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AGENDA

Module #3 Fielding

Date: ______________            Manager: ______________

Time: ______________                     Coach:    ______________

Concepts:

Glovework - Fingers Up & Fingers Down
Ready & Set Position
Alligator Position
Looking the Ball Into The Glove
Throwing Position

Drills:

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Notes:
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AGENDA

       Module #4     Hitting from a Tee

Date: ______________            Manager: ______________

Time: ______________                     Coach:    ______________

Concepts:

Proper Stance and Orientation to a Tee
Five Hitting Position

Trigger or Inward Turn
Launch Position / Land Position
Contact
Follow Through

Location & Orientation of Tee
Becoming the Batter – Runner (Running from the Batters Box)

Drills:

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Notes:
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AGENDA

         Module #5      Hitting with Pitching

Date: ______________            Manager: ______________

Time: ______________                     Coach:    ______________

Concepts:

Reinforce Hitting from the Tee
Soft-Toss Drill
Overhand Pitching
Underhand Pitching
Primary Focus on:

Proper Stance ,  Head on the Ball, Balance

Drills:

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Notes:
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AGENDA

         Module #6   Position & Situation Baseball

Date: ______________            Manager: ______________

Time: ______________                     Coach:    ______________

Concepts:

Demonstrate Each Position to ALL Players
Fielders Must Play at Proper Location & Distance of Position
Infield and Outfield Drills
Proper Throwing Techniques from Each Position
Fly Ball Priorities
Game Awareness

Drills:

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Notes:
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Conclusion
The Agendas presented are areas of concentration only. These 
Agenda’s form a basis for good sound fundamental instruction.  An
introduction of other concepts once an area of concentration is
completed is encouraged.  Reinforcement of all concepts introduced
to all players is an ongoing process which must be reviewed regularly.

There are a number of excellent web-sites that can be used as a
resource to ensure the best possible learning opportunity some of 
which are:

http://www.infosports.com/baseball/camp
http://www.baseball-links.com/links/Coaching_and_Instruction/
http://www.teeballusa.org/TBall.asp
http://eteamz.active.com/baseball/instruction/tips/

Enclosed on the following pages you will find additional information to
supplement your own experience and research.

Be enthusiastic and have fun!
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Buying A New Glove

When buying a new baseball  glove, buy leather (cowhide).  A leather glove will eventually break 
in and form a nice pocket.  Do not buy a plastic (pleather) glove.  These gloves may look nice but 
generally speaking, are inferior.  Buy a glove that fits. If a player is going to learn how to properly 
field a  ground ball or catch a fly, he/she is going to need a glove they can handle.  If the glove is 
too big or heavy it will hinder the players performance, making the  game less enjoyable.  By the 
time that player has grown into the glove, they may  have already given up playing.  There are 
many companies manufacturing gloves today, Rawlings, Wilson, Nokona, Mizuno, Easton, Louisville 
Slugger, just to name a few.  They  range in quality and price starting at around $30 for bottom 
line gloves, to over $250 for top of the line gloves.  Generally speaking, (as with most things)  you 
get what you pay for.  The older and more serious the player becomes, the  higher quality glove 
they will need. 

Breaking In Your New Glove
Note:  Many new gloves use a “soft” leather that require minimal effort to break in.

Glove Oil
When I got my new Mickey Mantle glove many years ago, the older kids told me to break in the 
glove this way: Squirt some glove oil (there are  many brands on the market) into the palm of the 
glove; Put a ball in the glove to form the pocket; Wrap it closed with rubber bands and sleep with 
it under  your mattress. This method still works today, but be careful. Too much oil will  make the 
glove heavy, and attract dirt. So if your choice is glove oil error on  the light side. By the way 
unless you have a good chiropractor, don't sleep with the glove under your mattress.

Shaving Cream
One of the newer methods of breaking in a glove is to use shaving cream. Use a shaving cream 
that contains lanolin. Apply the shaving cream to the  palm of the glove. Give it enough time to 
seep into the pores of the leather, and wipe it off. Repeat as needed. You will still need to wrap 
the glove up with a ball inside to develop a good shape. 

Hot Glove
There is a new product on the market called Hot Glove. The company boasts it softens even the 
stiffest gloves. Rub in a little Hot Glove and bake for 10 minutes. (Don't forget to set the timer). 

Water
In my opinion, the best and simplest method: Take a sponge and  thoroughly wet the palm area of 
the glove. Water will not hurt the glove, but it will weaken the rawhide laces. So try to keep the 
laces dry. Once again we wrap, the glove closed with rubber bands to achieve the desired shape. 
These methods will all work to a degree, but the quickest way to break in a glove is to use it! Take 
a ball and pound it into the mitt.

by Alan Rutcofsky 

 

Advice on a Baseball Glove
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Bats are a safety issue…….
Keep all bats in one place on the field.  Keep one parent there to help supervise at all times.

Equipment will be lost…….
Tell the parents to put players last names on all personal equipment (for example, under the bill of the cap).

Buying a glove…….
Find out which hand the player can throw most accurately with.  Buy a glove for the opposite hand . 
Recommend a glove that closes easily.

Bringing a bat to practice…….
Remember when a child brings his own bat to practice or to a game, it is now there for all to use.  If this 
becomes a problem with the parent or child, please ask them nicely to leave it at home.

Players do not know the field…….
For very young players, run them around the bases before each game and practice.

Home plate is the most dangerous position…….
With young players, you may choose to eliminate the catcher position.  Always have a coach with the catcher to
guard against the following:

Batter throwing the bat
Upcoming batters swinging the bat
Catcher being hurt by runner from third

Young Players are unfamiliar with the game…….
Your least experienced players need your best efforts.

Parent’s who are impatient with their own children…….
Compliment their knowledge of baseball, “I see you know a lot about baseball.”  Then ask the parent to coach a
specific position other than where their child is playing.

Rubber balls/tennis balls are a great training tool…….
Tell the parents and players to practice with a rubber ball at home.  These balls are safer and rebound back to
them.

Teach your parents to cheer and stay involved…….
Long game hot or cold?  Use parents cheering and positive motivation to help energize the kids.
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Plastic Sleeve for your team roster…….
Your copy for your team will get a lot of wear and tear.  You will also need to keep it dry on damp days.

Call it alligator catching…….
Have the players put their glove down close to the ground for grounders.  Also, have them position the other 
hand on the heel of the glove.  Otherwise the ball may pop up and hit the player in the face.  At that point, not 
a great motivating technique.

Teach players to run through first base…….
Position a coach five to ten feet behind first base, and just outside the baseline, to give each player a high five
as they run through first base – to teach them again, to run through first base.

Call the ball…….
Teach players to call the ball while catching grounders; calling grounders makes it easier to teach them to call
fly balls later in the season.

Assume all batters are going to throw the bat…….
Place an object down the first base line.  Instruct all batters to carry the bat to that object and drop the bat at
that point. 

Parents who are critical of your coaching skills…….
Speak with them privately and calmly, ask them to help out at your next practice.  If you can not solve these
issues direct him/her to your division head.  Never get into any type of heated discussion, especially in front of 
the players.  Always remind the parent, that we are all here for the best interest of the players.

Coaches – set the tone early on, so no suprises should spring up later……..
Parents bring their own expectations into the season and it's safe to assume that coaches and managers do the 
same. The best way to ensure there are no surprises as the season develops is for the manager to hold a 
meeting and set the tone early. He should let the parents know that he knows what he is doing and help them 
develop confidence in him during this first team meeting. 

Be a good teacher as well as a good coach…….
The only way to build a good team out of a group of individuals is through effective practice. On the field, you 
have to be a teacher as well as a coach. Teach them what they need to know, show them what you taught 
them, practice the things you taught them over and over, then be prepared to do it all over again. 

(14)
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Batting

You will have no problem getting your players’ enthusiastic about batting practice.  Hitting requires the greatest 
amount of hand-eye coordination in baseball, so it can be frustrating to some players.  To limit a negative 
experience, be sure the bat the player is using is properly sized for their age, strength and weight. Many parents’ 
will buy a bat because the player liked the color, shape, handle, logo, brand, etc…, without any consideration to it’s 
size, weight and appropriateness.

The actual hitting motion is a variation of the throwing procedure.  Use "Turn, Look, Step and Swing" instead of 
"Turn, Look, Step and Throw".

Be Ready:  As in throwing, hitting the ball requires the player to be in a ‘ready’ position to effectively hit the ball. 

This includes:

•A proper grip on the bat. Lay the bat across the fingers and not in the palm of the hand. This gives the player 
greater sensitivity and much more precise control of the bat. 

•Proper foot positioning. The feet should be slightly wider than shoulder width with the back foot roughly parallel to 
the back line of the batting box with the majority of their weight on this foot (about 60-70%).  The toes should be 
pointed at the plate.  For a batter to ‘aim’ the ball, the front foot must be perpendicular to the target. Teaching a 
batter to draw a line between the end of his shoes, then extending it into the field is an effective method for them 
to get positioned correctly.  You can use an extra bat positioned against the toes for alignment purposes during 
practice. 
Note: Young players will tend to line up with the first base line, since that is where they will be running.  Since this 
is usually an ‘easy out’, you will want to discourage this. 

The players’ feet should be positioned back from the plate just far enough for the bat to extend slightly beyond the 
outside edge. 

•Proper bat positioning (this example assumes a right-handed player): The bat should be held behind the right 
shoulder with the right elbow flexed and pointing down.  The bat should be held at a 45-degree angle to the hands.
 
Turn:  As the pitcher begins his windup or stretch, the batter should ‘sway’ back, moving more of their weight 
onto the back foot.  This is the beginning step for moving all the body weight forward and extending that energy 
into the bat.  The player will then begin moving the shoulders and hips forward and turning them into a slightly 
open position while the bat will actually travel farther back from the body.  The grip should be strong and the wrists 
‘ready to fire’.

Look:  For younger players, this serves as a reminder to keep their eyes on the ball all the way to contact and just 
beyond and to keep their head ‘still’, using the eyes to track the ball.  If the ball is not obviously foul, they should 
begin their sprint to first base.  For older players, this is to be an examination of the pitcher, his delivery style and 
the type of release.  This will help more experienced players know what type of pitch is being thrown early in the 
flight of the ball, i.e. fastball, breaking ball, slider, etc… With some pitchers it is obvious what type of pitch is 
coming, with others it is impossible to tell.

Some Advice on Hitting
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Step:  This is where the power is delivered. The batter makes a small step forward towards the ball, just 
before or as the ball is released. The bat should still be in the back position, possibly even further from the 
body. The faster the pitcher, the earlier the batter will begin moving forward. For slow pitchers, they may 
have to wait an instant before beginning the motion.

Swing:  The legs and hips begin driving forward as the weight is moved from the back foot to the front 
foot. The front foot should remain planted, while the back foot will pivot and push towards the front foot. 
The shoulders begin a wide, powerful turn open as the hands are ‘dropped’ and the bat is brought 
forward. To eliminate pop-ups, the batters’ hands should be below, or level with the barrel of the bat and 
the swing plane of the bat should be level or with a slight downward motion.

Some Advice on Hitting

    ***MOST COMMON MISTAKES***
1. NO FORWARD WEIGHT SHIFT ON STRIDE!

the stride prepares you to hit
2. LINE UP YOUR KNUCKLES!

the bat is like a golf club – use “knocking knuckles”
3. NO ELBOWS UP!

the batter is stronger with his elbows down
4. THE SWING SHOULD NOT BE LEVEL!

the swing should be like chopping wood
5. TRY TO HIT TOP OF BALL, NOT MIDDLE

hitting the top creates backspin which actually
causes the ball to rise

(16)
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Some Advice on Hitting

Coaches Checklist

I. Feet
“Anchor of Swing”
a. Balanced
b. Weight on balls of feet
c. Stride foot lands on
          ball of foot

II. Shoulders
a. Keep front shoulder closed
          as long as possible
b. Chin – shoulder to shoulder
          

III. Arms & Hands
a. Hands – key to swing
b. Elbows down
c. Bat in fingers, not palms
d. Linear motion with hands
          

IV. Legs
a. 60-70% weight on back leg
b. Stride against firm front leg
c. Better hitters begin spin
          quicker than weaker hitters

V. Hips
a. Key – throw back hip down 

towards back of plate
b. Belly button to field where 

ball is hit
c. Power comes from hip 

explosion

VI. Head
a. Upright – eyes parallel to 

ground (don’t tilt head)
b. Quiet head and down on 

ball

VII. Stride
a. Shorter the better
b. Hands go back & up slightly 

(like the Nike sign) and the 
foot goes forward

(17)
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1. BALANCE AND 
RELAXATION
Feet are spread apart at least 
shoulder width apart with 
weight evenly distributed on 
both legs. Hands hold the bat 
softly at the top of the strike 
zone. All muscles,including 
the eyes, are relaxed 

The Swing In A Snapshot

2. STRIDE...
As the pitch is released, 
a short stride forward is 
taken and weight is 
shifted to the back leg. 
The front shoulder turns 
inward and the hands 
move back slowly. 

3. ... AND DECIDE
When the speed and 
location of the pitch is 
judged, the decision to 
swing is made. Weight 
starts forward, hands 
remain back. Front 
legs stays slightly bent 
until contact.

4. HANDS AND HIPS
Hands are thrown 
downward to the ball, 
creating the shortest path. 
The head follows the path 
of the ball. The back hip 
and shoulder are thrown 
toward the ball. Weight 
continues forward 

5. LOCK AND EXPLODE
At contact, the front leg 
locks while the back leg 
and hip explode toward 
the ball. Front arm is fully 
extended and the back 
arm and hand remain 
behind the bat. Head is 
pointed toward contact. 

6. EXTEND AND 
RELEASE
The bat continues along 
the path of the ball to 
correct the batter's error in 
timing. The head is 
released upward, allowing 
a complete follow-through. 
Some players release the 
top hand. 
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Catching

Players’ will need to learn to catch a thrown ball, a fly ball, and grounders. Younger or inexperience players
will tend to be afraid of the ball, which usually results in a missed ball or a bonk on the head, chest, etc…   For
these players, the use of safety balls will help them gain confidence in their catching abilities without risk of
injury. This can be a major hurdle for many players and seeing them conquer this fear will be a satisfying
accomplishment for you and the player.

Every player, with the exception of the catcher, should follow these guidelines for effective catching. 
1. Keep your eyes on the ball. 
2. Always be in a ready position when the ball is batted or thrown. 
3. Think. What am I going to do if the ball comes to me? 
4. Concentrate on getting to the ball first, then make the catch. 
5. Keep the arms relaxed and both hands ready. 
6. Keep the elbows flexed to help absorb the impact of the ball. 
7. Watch the ball all the way into the glove 
8. Use both hands. Players should use the throwing hand to help ‘cage’ the ball in the glove, and then to 

get the ball out of the glove quickly for the throw. 
 
Be Ready: 

The ready position serves to get the player in position to move quickly to get to the ball. It is also should serve
as a moment to think about the upcoming batter and play the "If the ball comes to me, I am going to…" drill in 
their head.

The feet should be slightly wider than the shoulders. 
Knees should be bent. 
The player should be bent at the waist to move their weight over the balls of their feet. 
The arms are between or on the knees. 

Some Advice on Fielding

Glove Positioning

Teach the basics – 

*Balls above the waist keep the fingers of the glove up and facing towards the sky! 

*Balls below your waist keep the fingers of the glove down facing towards the ground!

Coaches Checklist
Eyes on the ball
Extend both arms
Check hand position
Cushion the ball
Catch in pocket
Grip for throw
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Catching Grounders: [Fielding]

The key to proper fielding is to keep the player square to the ball as it approaches. Note: This can be difficult
for younger players to grasp so you will have to demonstrate the concept repeatedly. This maximizes the 
pocket area open to the ball and should the ball be difficult to handle, they will at the very least be able to stop
the ball. Here are the key steps to proper fielding:

1. Assume the ‘ready’ position. 
2. Get to the ball. The player should lead with the glove, always keeping the glove the nearest thing to the 

ball. Infielders may not have the opportunity the get in front of the ball, but instead will have to judge 
the speed and bounces of the ball to field it on the run. 

3. Once in position, resume the ready position with these changes. The glove foot should be in front with 
the glove open wide and on the ground. This allows the player to transfer to the ‘turn, look…’ throwing 
method quickly. 

4. As the ball approaches, extend the glove in front of the body towards the ball. Should the player 
mishandle the ball, this will allow them to possibly have a second opportunity. 

5. Keep the glove low, especially on erratically bouncing balls. Teach players to always err on the low side 
since they can bring the glove up to field a ball much quicker than they can move it down. 

6. Watch the ball all the way into the glove. 
7. Use both hands. Players should use the throwing hand to help ‘cage’ the ball in the glove, and then to 

get the ball out of the glove quickly for the throw. 
8. Turn, Look, Step and Throw… 

Some Advice on Fielding

Coaches Checklist
Relaxed position
Ready position
Move to the ball on the swing
Arms extended
Seat down
Glove leg forward
Suck ball to waist
Take starter step
Grip and break hands
Follow throwing progression
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Catching Fly Balls

Before catching the fly balls, the player must first get to the ball. Have the players follow these guidelines:

1. Assume the ‘ready’ position. 
2. As soon as the ball heads their direction, they should sprint to where they think the ball will come down 

while keeping their eyes on the ball with quick glances at the position of other players. The glove should 
be down in a typical running fashion. For balls hit over their head, it is especially important to get back 
quickly since they can adjust forward much quicker than backwards.

3. Yell "Mine" at least twice and loudly while in motion. Continue making momentary glances around the 
field for other players approaching with better position to make the catch.

4. Use the feet to adjust and drift with the ball.

The glove should be extended over and in front of the head with the fingers parallel with the ground and the
thumb pointed forward. This maximizes the amount of pocket exposed to the path of the ball. Keeping the glove
over the head allows the player to follow the ball with their eyes all the way into the glove and serves to protect
the face and head of inexperienced players. After the catch the player should quickly, turn, look, step and throw.

Catching Thrown Balls:
 
Since they should not have to move far to get the ball, this should not be an issue, unless you coach T-Ball! The
glove should be positioned in front of the body with the elbow bent whenever possible. To catch a ball that is
above the shoulders, the fingers will generally point skyward, with the pocket facing the path of the ball. For
balls between the waist and shoulder the glove fingers should be pointed with the thumb pointed skyward,
unless the ball is coming directly into the chest of the player. In this case the glove is extended out in front of
the player with the fingers pointed out in the direction of the throwing arm, with the thumb pointed down. For
balls below the waist the glove fingers will be pointed down. After the catch the player should quickly, turn, look,
step and throw.

Some Advice on Fielding

Coaches Checklist
Ready position
Eyes on batter
Use correct cross over
Run on balls of feet
Run with glove by side
“Thumbs together” – forehand
“Thumbs together” – backhand
Catch above shoulders
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Fielding Worksheet – Basic Groundball 
Technique

        Step One – “Ready Position” Step Five – “Alligator
1. Get ready before the pitch             1.       Cover baseball 
2. Hands off knees, on the balls of feet             2.       Safety – protect face

        Step Two – Basic Groundball Technique Step Six - Transition
1. Contain baseball (get in front of ball)              1.      In front
2. Feet positioning              2.      Below waist
                (a) a little more than shoulder                               3.      Ball in bare hand
                     width apart 

   (b) on the balls of your feet

        Step Three – Body Positioning
1. Bend at the knees, not at the waist
2. Rear end low, not in the air

        Step Four – Glove Positions
1. Do not roll out glove
2. Glove on ground (three fingers)
3. Glove out in front (triangle)

1. Visibility
2. Mobility
3. Reduce errors
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Throwing

This is an important developmental step in every players skill-set. Bad fundamental throwing mechanics can 
result in severe injury to the arm.
You will need some basic guidelines to teach your players proper technique. Possible suggestion, the
"Turn, Look, Step and Throw" method. Here are the details:
 

1. Turn. After fielding a ball, the player must first turn his body perpendicular to the target. 
During this transition, the throwing hand retrieves the ball from the glove and grips the 
ball with the index and middle fingers across the seams of the ball. The thumb will be 
under the ball, directly on the stitching. 
Note: Younger players will not be able to grip the ball in this manner, since their hands 
are not large enough. They will tend to ‘palm’ the ball instead, which will be rectified as 
they get older and larger. 

2. Look: The arm comes back as the weight of the player shifts to their back, or throwing-
arm, foot. The throwing arm should be flexed at the elbow, not stiff. This part of the skill 
encourages eye contact with the target player, who needs to know the ball is coming at 
them. 
Note: This is especially important with younger players, who will learn not to throw the 
ball at someone who is not looking. 

3. Step: As in most motions, the energy the ‘whole-body’ produces far outweighs the results 
of the action. (For instance, do you think a golfer hits the ball 300 yards because of the 
strength of his arms? Not!) This action transfers their weight and ‘whole-body’ energy 
from the throwing foot to the target foot. By this time, they should be confident of their 
target, and the target player is waiting for the ball. This is similar in nature to the weight 
transfer of the swing. 

4. Throw: Let it go and follow through. Before the throwing-arm comes forward, the entire 
weight of the body is transferred to the forward foot. This transfers energy to the arm and 
the ball. The throwing arm foot swings forward immediately after delivery and should 
‘land in a ready position’ as the arm continues downward. The players’ body should finish 
roughly parallel to the target. 

Some Advice on Throwing

Coaches Checklist
Get the grip
Eyes on target
Take starter step
Bring hand down
Take arm back – “T-Position”
Bring arm through
Snap the wrist
Arm Follows trough
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One of the things you will notice on the first day of Tee-Ball practice, is that many kids 
need to know how to run the bases.  To help them out, here is an example of one simple drill 
which teaches them the correct direction to run.

***Please do this drill after proper stretching has been done.  Make sure on the first trip 
down to first base and second base the players jog to help warm up the muscles, that goes 
for warm days as well as cold one’s.

Have the kids line up behind home plate

Have each player run to first base – remember through first base and off to the foul side   
   once they have passed the base.  As they hit the base, have them shout out, “first base”.

Then have them start again from home plate and now, showing them correctly how to 
round first base, have them run hard to second.  Again shout out each base as they hit it.

Then go onto third, doing the same drill.

And finally all the way around until they get to home plate.

This is a great drill to start every practice off, as it will get them warmed up and really 
motivated for each days practice.  Also it can be used as an excellent drill before each game.

 
After they have this down, give them a bat and let them hit the ball. (Try not to do this 

until they have the correct direction down first -- this way they don't get too distracted!) 

After they have mastered the fine art of running the bases in the correct direction, you 
can expand this drill by randomly yelling Single, Double, Triple and Home Run. Have the kids 
run the correct number of bases depending on which hit you yell out! 

This drill will help incorporate several different skills into one drill.

Base Running Anyone?

A few items to keep in your coaches book; you don’t have to be the fastest runner to be 
a great base runner, running the  bases is a skill just like hitting, catching and throwing, 
proper technique and intelligence can make all the difference.

(24)
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Base Running Anyone?
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Coaches Checklist

Always run hard – run everything out!
Before doing any running drills make sure the players are properly warmed up.
If a player is running to first only:

      - make sure he/she runs through the base.
      - don’t watch the ball
      - don’t leap at the base
      - don’t slide
      - don’t stutter step
While rounding the base, hit the inside corner of the base.
Do not step on top of the base while rounding it.
While running to first then rounding first – about 2/3 of the way down the   

baseline begin to curve out aka, the “banana” turn.
The quickest way between to points is a straight line – practice this!
Remember – good base running is made up of Mind & Body.

http://www.nearlyperfect.com/chilniklotba1.html
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Improving glove hand coordination...

Cut off the bottom of a plastic gallon container. Turn the jug upside down with the handle in the glove hand of 
your player. Toss tennis balls to the player and have them catch the balls with the jug.

Improving a hitters swing...

Practice hitting from the tee into the back stop. 
Pair left-handed coaches with right-handed batters (and right-handed coaches with left-handed batters). Have the 
coach stand on the other side of the tee from the player (mirror image) and show proper stance and swing. The 
gives the batters a good visual reference and the coaches can make corrections easily.
Any coach may take a left-handed batters' stance, just be sure the hands and feet are placed in the correct 
position so the coach is a mirror image of the player(s).
With repetition, batters who had problems (such as chopping) were hitting well.
Batting techniques....

Use baking flour to make a batters box.
Set the tee even with the players belly button and have them extend their arms fully. Say, "measure up," and 
explain to the batter how hitting the ball on the fat part of the bat makes the ball go further.
This helps each batter stand the appropriate distance away from the ball, and swing level.

Teaching players to watch the ball...

Using a tee, draw a large black dot on the ball. Have the batter concentrate on hitting the dot and watching the 
dot until after their swing is complete. Using the tee helps to keep their swing level. They will get it - repetition is 
the key.

Improving throwing and catching...

Put the gloves down and use a tennis or rubber ball. Roll grounders to them and instruct the players to use both 
hands.

Get the players used to using both hands, then graduate to gloves. This drill may also be used to improve 
catching line drives or pop ups

Possible Teaching Techniques

Throwing drill……..

Have the player(s) make an L shape with their throwing arm, and concentrate on hitting the coach's nose 
with the ball. Having a focal point helps players understand the ball will go where they aim. Your nose is 
about as good as focal point as any.

How to teach soft hands & teamwork…….

A great teaching drill which is also a great deal of fun for all on your team is the old fashion “egg-toss” or “water- 
balloon toss”.  This will teach your players how to receive a ball softly and work with a teammate.  Start about 2 
feet apart and toss either one back and forth gradually increasing the distance.  Also great to get the parents and 
other siblings involved.  
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Typical Daily Routine

Try and get the players into a routine before every game and
practice.  This will help organize both yourself and your team and
help eliminate a lot of “wasted time”.  For example, set up three
different drills (skills involved – base running, ground balls and
throwing/catching) that you find works well with you & your
coaching staff and your players.  When each player arrives he/she
knows exactly what to do and they can find a comfort zone
in the familiarity our your teams starting routine.

Here is just an example of three drills to help get started which will
help build up not only their individual skills but also a team concept
while also having a lot of fun. 
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1. Drill Number One

Partner each of the players up and have a bucket of balls ready when they 
arrive at the field.  They should stand roughly 10 – 20 feet apart and start by 
throwing ground ball to each other.  From this they can move on to line drives 
when you deem they are ready.  This will give them a sense of teamwork and a 
sense of belonging.  

This drill will help work on their eye hand coordination, fielding & throwing skill 
and teamwork.

Buddy Drill
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Typical Daily Routine
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2. Drill Number Two

Have the players form a large circle with their gloves on their hands.  Using one 
ball have them call out one of their teammates names and have them roll a 
ground ball to that teammate.  The receiving teammate must now correctly 
(using the “alligator” method) field the ball cleanly then call out another 
teammates name and continue the drill.  After a successful round with one ball, 
try and add another ball every thirty seconds or so until one ball is not either 
rolled to a teammate correctly or is not cleanly fielded.  

This is a great team building exercise which incorporates several fundamentals 
of the game, fielding, moving without the ball, teamwork and agility plus it is 
great fun.

This drill can be done anywhere from the outfield grass to the infield dirt.

Circle Drill

3. Drill Number Three
Base Running

Have the kids line up behind home plate in a single line and have them run 
down the first base line running through first base.  Then have them run as if 
they were hitting a double, practicing hitting the inside of first base as they 
run towards second.  Following second, have them run to third then finally all 
the way around the bases till they get to home plate.  Remember, have them 
call out the base when they get there and after a few lessons, you can 
incorporate sliding into the mix.

This is a great warm up exercise while teaching fundamental base running.
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Manager’s Preparation

Equipment bag – includes bases, balls, tee, bats & helmets
First Aid Kit
Cooler of Ice
Cell Phone
Line Up Card – erasable one’s works well as you can hang them on 
the fence for all kids to see
Pen/Pencil
Glove for yourself
Team roster, including phone numbers
Player medical release forms
Field permits
Goal/agenda of that day’s practice
Water (if needed)
Game schedule and/or next practice time schedule
Shovel and/or Rake

Manager’s Tools for the day

Pre-Practice/Game Routine

   Please note to always walk the entire field (infield & outfield) and
     dugout area looking for any broken glass or other debris that a player
     can get hurt from.
   Layout all bats & helmets and designate one area along the backstop

     fence for such equipment.  
   Layout bases at correct distances, as to not waste time, before

     players arrive.
   Remind all players & parents to please help clean up all water bottles

     and other debris that they might have left behind.
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T-Ball and Boys & Girls Clinic (first half)

These are a non-competitive divisions. 

STRUCTURE
Batting tee will be used for the entire season.
NO child will pitch in T-Ball under any circumstances.
All players will receive Participation trophies.

•STEALING
• Stealing is not permitted 

•MINIMUM PLAY
All team members shall follow a continuous batting order.
At Director’s discretion and depending on team size, teams may 
bat a maximum of  six (6) players per inning provided each team 
has a similar number of players.  The next group of six (6) players 
would hit in the second inning.  Managers need to use discretion 
and work together.
The batting order shall be reversed starting in the third inning 
based on the scenario above. 
All Players must rotate and play equally in “pitching”, infield, and 
outfield positions. 
All players will play in the field each inning.
Base runners may advance one (1) base at a time on any ball in 
play with the exception of the final batter of each half-inning who 
“hits” a home run
The opposing team does NOT leave the field until this batter has 
crossed home plate.

PLAYOFF STRUCTURE
Tee-Ball/Clinic/Rookie: No records kept, No standings, and 
No playoffs.

Rules
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Safety Tips
During warm-up drills players should be spaced so that no one is 
endangered by wild throws or missed catches.
Parents of players who wear glasses should be encouraged to 
provide “Safety Glasses” for that player.
Players must not wear watches, rings, pins, jewelry or other metallic 
items.
No game or practice should be held when weather or field conditions 
are poor, particularly when lighting is inadequate.
The play area including benches should be inspected by Coaches 
and Managers frequently for holes, damage, stones, glass and other 
foreign objects.
ONLY players, coaches, managers and umpires are permitted on the 
playing field during play and practice sessions.  The children who are 
not on the bases or at bat or on the playing field must be on the 
BENCH.
Equipment should be inspected regularly for the condition of the 
equipment as well as proper fit!
Batters must wear Little League approved protective helmets during 
batting practice and games.
Responsibility for keeping bats and loose equipment off the field of 
play should be that of a player assigned for this purpose or the 
team’s manager and coaches.
Managers and Coaches must bring ICE to practice and games.
Remember, NO player is permitted to be ON-DECK!!!
Managers and Coaches do not leave the field until everyone boy and 
girl is picked up!
Managers should encourage all male players to wear protective cups 
and supporters for practice and games.
Be smart, do not take any unneeded risks.
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Parental Guidelines

2.7 million kids play 
Little League Baseball

3,000 Minor Leaguers
   750 Major Leaguers

Since 1947, approximately 6,700 kids have been fortunate to have 
played in the Little League World Series.  However, only 25 of them 
Have actually taken ONE swing or more in a big league uniform.

The next several pages consist of many do’s & don’ts for everyone to follow.  Whether
you’ve coached previously, new to the Plainview Little League, or even a new 
coach, the single most important thing is to ensure every boy and girl has a fun and 
enjoyable experience in this, their first year of baseball.  With so many unfortunate 
incidents occurring both locally and around the country at youth sporting events 
involving coaches, parents, and officials, many are losing focus of the primary purpose
And objectives of youth sports.  Something to consider:
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This is not meant to discourage you or your child but only to provide the proper 
perspective.  So remember, before you jump up and down expecting your child 
(or any other child for that matter) to be the next Derek Jeter or David Wright,
refer to the above statistics.

Very Important – there will be a ZERO TOLERANCE Policy for all attendees of 
any game or practice.  Any person who cannot control themselves or conduct 
themselves in a manner that the coaching staff deem to be inappropriate behavior 
will be asked to leave the field.  Under no circumstances will outbursts to either 
players or coaches be tolerated!  You as coaches are expected to conduct yourselves 
in the same manner.
Please clearly mark all hats, gloves and bats/helmets with the child’s name.  
Any personal bat brought down to the field becomes “community property”, 
therefore to be used by the entire team.  If you object don’t bring the bat to any 
game or practice.  Any personal helmets brought to a game or practice are NOT  
“community property” and cannot be shared with teammates due to hygiene issues.
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Parental Guidelines
Please have one (1) parent or guardian present at all games and 
practices.  If a parent cannot attend a game or practice, ask them to 
designate another parent to be responsible for their child.
This is not a “drop-off” environment.  If a parent does need to leave 
the field for a few minutes, in addition to designating another parent 
to be responsible for their child, make sure they leave a cell phone 
#.
The kids will be playing on grass and dirt surfaces.  Please dress 
them for baseball appropriate activities.
During games and practices,it is not snack time.  Please do not give 
any food out during games or practices.  This includes gum or candy.
If you have any questions regarding your child, feel free to contact 
either the manager or coach before or after practices and games, not 
during.  Please allow that time for practice/games to be just that.  
We would be happy to discuss with you any or all questions either 
before after any of those times.
Please make sure your child is in full uniform including Plainview Hat 
for ALL games.  Your child will not be able to play wearing any other 
hat besides the approved Plainview Little League cap.
Allow the managers and coaches to instruct your children.  The rules 
of the T-Ball & Clinic Divisions are different than what you might 
expect.  Allow us to do our jobs.  If you differ with some 
fundamental training we are teaching your children, please discuss it 
with the manager or coach.
Please show up a minimum of 20 – 25 minutes prior to the start of 
all games for proper warm-up.
If you cannot attend a game or practice, please notify the manager 
or coach prior to or with as much advanced notice as possible.
Please bring water or health drink to all practices and games for your 
child.
Last and most importantly, WE are ALL here for the CHILDREN.  
There are NO standings and winning/losing is irrelevant.  Let’s have a 
great season!
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General / Game Information
Rain - Unless you hear from the coaches or another team member 
who received a call from a coach, the game is ON as scheduled.  
Please GO to the field.  If there is a rain delay, please do not leave 
the field area until the game is officially called off.
Uniform -  Full Plainview Little League uniforms for ALL games.
Cleats - Soccer cleats are acceptable.
Practice Clothing - Dress for baseball.  Shorts are not recommended!  
Suggest everyone gets an extra pair of baseball pants.
Protective Cups - Mandatory for play.
Heart Protector - Optional.
Jewelry - Please remove all, prior to all games & practices.
Other -Absolutely no hoods, no zippers, no sunglasses.  If any child 
wears glasses, a sportsband needs to be purchased & worn.
Bat Donuts - Cannot be used. Please don’t even bring them with you.
Batting Gloves - Optional
Equipment Bags - Optional
Gum - Absolutely no gum chewing during practices and games,
Allergies/Ailments - Please notify us to any potential health problems 
your child might have from allergic reaction from bee stings to 
asthma.
Good Sportsmanship – We promote this throughout the entire 
Plainview Little League.
Back Stop Area - No parent will be allowed in the dugout or stand 
behind the backstop to view the game.  Please stay in the stands.
Injuries - If your child is injured, please wait until one of us calls you 
on the field to be with your child if necessary (let’s hope never)!
Clean Up – Please remember to clean up  our area after the practices 
and games.  If you bring water bottles or snacks for the kids AFTER 
the game, bring a bag or throw everything in the closest trash can.
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